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MEDITATION   /   MINDFULNESS:      By    practicing   little   &   often ,   one   develops   a   (new)    habit    of  
being   present    in    each   moment    with    non-judgemental   awareness    &   is   able   to   nurture    ease   &   well-being  
[References:   Jack   Miller   (OISE   professor);   Richard   Miller   &   Stephanie   Lopez   (iRest.org)]   
 
WHEN:      Whenever   you   have   the    most   energy    or   when   you   need   to    find   ease       (e.g.   walking,   first   thing   in   the  
morning,   during   recess   /   breaks,   around   a   stressful   moment,   before   bedtime);      start   with   a    couple   of   minutes ,  
using   a    timer,    &   gradually   work   up   to   20   minutes   &   beyond  
 
HOW:         eyes   opened   /   closed;   listen   to   chimes   if   that’s   comfortable   for   you   perhaps   use   Insight   Timer   app;   hand  
to   belly   &   chest,   feel   three   deep   breaths;   set   intention;   being   open   to   this   practice  
 

 SITTING   MEDITATION   GUIDE:    settling   in   eyes   opened   /   closed   /   gazing   softly;   really   noticing   CHIME,  
vibration,   sound,   being   Present   with   it   until   the   very   last   moment;   bringing   one   hand   to   belly,   one   hand   to   chest,  
sensing   their   weight,   temperature;   taking   three   of   the   deepest   breaths   today,   taking   your   time,   feeling   belly   &   chest  
rise   &   fall   at   your   own   pace;   setting   an   intention   for   your   day,   repeating   it   3x;   being   Present   with   your   breath,   felt  
sense   of   rising   &   falling   of   belly   &   chest;   if   your   mind   wanders   gently   coming   back   to   breath   without   any   judgement;  
gently   come   back   to   weight   of   the   hands   &   felt   sense   of   the   breath;   noticing   chime   again;   returning   to   wakened  
state;   all   the   while   allowing   this   feeling   of   being   calm   &   ease   to   remain   with   you   throughout   your   day  

 

 REFLECTION:    to   develop   your   own   personal   practice ,   routine,   ritual,   habit,   reflect   after   each   meditation  
practice   (e.g.     just   before   starting   day;   sitting   on   cushion;   intention   for   openess;   slowly   tuning   into   sounds;   body  
gradually   awakened;   noticed   thinking;   returned   to   breath;   felt   timelessness,   spaciousness)   
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